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Klausymas, skaitymas, rašymas 
 

2015 m. valstybinio brandos egzamino užduotis 

(pagrindinė sesija) 

2015 m. gegužės 23 d. 

 

TRUKMĖ 

Klausymas 40 min. 

Skaitymas 70 min. 

Rašymas 100 min. 

Iš viso 3 val. 30 min. 

 

NURODYMAI 
 

 Gavę užduoties sąsiuvinį ir atsakymų lapą pasitikrinkite, ar juose nėra tuščių lapų arba kito aiškiai 

matomo spausdinimo broko. Pastebėję praneškite egzamino vykdytojui. 

 Atsakymus į užduoties klausimus pirmiausia galite rašyti užduoties sąsiuvinyje. Jei neabejojate dėl 

atsakymo, iš karto rašykite atsakymų lape. Vertintojams bus pateikiamas tik atsakymų lapas! 

 Atlikdami užduotį atsakymų lape rašykite tik tamsiai mėlynai rašančiu rašikliu tvarkingai ir 

įskaitomai. 

 Saugokite atsakymų lapą (neįplėškite ir nesulamdykite), nesinaudokite trintuku ir koregavimo 

priemonėmis. Sugadintuose lapuose įrašyti atsakymai nebus vertinami. 

 Atsakymų lape atlikdami užduotis su pasirenkamaisiais atsakymais žymėkite tik vieną atsakymo 

variantą. Atlikdami kitas užduotis atsakymus įrašykite tam skirtoje atsakymų lapo vietoje. Už ribų 

parašyti atsakymai nebus vertinami. 

 Atlikdami klausymo testo užduotis nepamirškite atsakymų įrašyti į atsakymų lapą. Klausymo testo 

pabaigoje skirtos trys minutės klausymo testo atsakymams perrašyti į atsakymų lapą. 

 Jeigu atlikdami rašymo testo užduotis naudositės juodraščiu, kuriam palikta vietos sąsiuvinyje, 

pasilikite pakankamai laiko perrašyti savo darbą į atsakymų lapą. 

 Atsakymų lape rašykite tik jums skirtose vietose, nerašykite vertintojų įrašams skirtose vietose. 

 Atsakymų lape neturi būti užrašų ar kitokių ženklų, kurie leistų identifikuoti darbo autorių. 
 

Linkime sėkmės! 
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I. LISTENING PAPER 
 

Duration: 40 minutes, 30 points. 
 

Part 1 (4 points, 1 point per item). You will hear people speaking in four different situations. For 

questions 1–4, choose the best answer, A, B or C. There is an example (0). You will hear each 

situation twice. You now have 30 seconds to review the task. 
 

0. Listen to the description of a book. In her book, the author describes the city of Chicago as 

A a living place.  

B a personality.  

C a place to visit.  
 

01. You will hear a teacher presenting a project. What is the main aim of the project? 

A to cooperate with other schools  

B to start a newspaper  

C to practise reading skills  
 

02. Listen to a woman describing the most comfortable footwear for hiking. What would she 

choose? 

A boots  

B sneakers  

C running shoes  
 

03. You will hear two friends speaking in a shop. What is Lucy's opinion about the dress her 

friend is trying on now? 

A It is cute.  

B It doesn't suit her friend.  

C It is too colourful.  
 

04. Listen to a man speaking about his free time activities. What is his most enjoyable hobby? 

A swimming  

B listening to music  

C jogging  
 

Part 2 (8 points, 1 point per item). You will hear an interview with a writer of the book ‘Name 

Wizard’. For questions 5–12, choose the correct answer and mark it T (true) or F (false). There is an 

example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You now have 45 seconds to review the task. 
 

 T F 

0.   She wanted to collect information about names.   

05. A new trend for choosing names started in the 60s.   

06. Some names like Mary are still at the top of the list.   

07. All the names which celebrities give their children become popular.   

08. One of the reasons for changing a name is because of the person's job.   

09. Some people change names to have more chances to win.   

10. People pay more attention to rare names.   

11. Many parents prefer ordinary names.   

12. Strange names do not trouble people with strong personalities.   
  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET. 

YOU WILL HAVE 3 MINUTES AT THE END OF THE LISTENING TEST 

http://www.babynamewizard.com/
http://www.babynamewizard.com/
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Part 3 (4 points, 1 point per item). You will hear Felix Stark, a university graduate who spent his gap 

year cycling around the world, talking about his experience. For questions 13–16, choose the best 

answer, A, B or C. There is an example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You now have 

30 seconds to review the task. 
 

0. He decided to go cycling because he had no 

A job.  

B friends.  

C fulfilment in life.  
 

13. At first, the thing which kept him going was 

A his brother's support.  

B his wish to become fit.  

C his favourite songs.  
 

14. After his brother left him on his own, he 

A avoided new acquaintances.  

B felt completely isolated.  

C encountered a lot of people.  
 

15. The hot weather in Cambodia made him 

A appreciate little things.  

B stop trucks for help.  

C interrupt his trip.  
 

16. During the year spent cycling he 

A experienced culture shock.  

B became less self-confident.  

C benefited from his experiences.  
 

Part 4 (9 points, 1 point per item). You will hear an artist who uses old books for creating new things. 

For questions 17–25, complete the sentences. You may write one word only. Write the word exactly as 

you hear it. There is an example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You now have 1 minute to 

review the task. 
 

At first glance, her first creation looked just like a simple (0)    stack    of books. 

The visitors would be curious when looking at the (17) _________________ in the stack of books. 

The artist has to seal the (18) _________________ of the book by using varnish. 

The book becomes solid outside, but the pages inside remain (19) _________________. 

When all the process is completed, the books get original (20) _________________ shapes. 

When looking at her work, people have to complete the (21) ______________ using their imagination. 

By remixing and carving books, the author turns them into more (22) _________________ exhibits. 

The author believes that in the digital age the book will (23) _________________. 

After the invention of photography and printmaking, new styles had a chance to (24) _____________. 

Technology allows people to store private and (25) _________________ information electronically. 

 

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET. 

YOU WILL HAVE 3 MINUTES AT THE END OF THE LISTENING TEST 
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Part 5 (5 points, 1 point per item). You will hear people talking about how cities fight traffic pollution 

in city centres. For questions 26–30, match the extracts that you hear with statements A–G. There is an 

example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You now have 30 seconds to review the task. There is 

one statement that you do not need to use. 

 

A Streets turned into public areas 

B Advanced technologies to fight traffic jams 

C The pioneering Zero Emission project 

D Municipality to invest in modern bikes 

E Encouraging changes in driving habits 

F Cycling routes between central areas and the outskirts 

G Only public transport allowed 

0. Speaker 0 A 

26. Speaker 1  

27. Speaker 2  

28. Speaker 3  

29. Speaker 4  

30. Speaker 5  

 

 
 

II. READING PAPER 

 

Duration: 70 minutes, 30 points. 
 

Part 1 (4 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read a text about extraordinary hotels. For 

questions 31–34, choose a statement from A–F which best summarises each paragraph. There is one 

statement that you do not need to use. There is an example (0). 

 

Extraordinary hotels 

 

A  Futuristic dreams come true 
B  Exploration of the sea coast 
C  Not only a hotel but also a place to explore 
D  Designer influenced by futuristic stories 
E  Hotel on a floating structure 
F  After a wet welcome, have a comfortable stay 

 

0.     A     
Constructions under the sea have long been a dream of architects, travellers and futurists 

alike, but the process of making them a reality has become a challenge. Staying in an underwater 

hotel is no longer a science fiction dream or something only the readers of Jules Verne's novels 

could dream about. It is a reality. 

 

31. ____ 

The Underwater Hotel Hydropolis is situated 30 meters below the surface, and it offers the 

most thrilling and exciting views. This Hotel is one of the largest modern construction projects in 

the whole world. It is planned not only as a place for regular guests, but also a place for 

exploration, as there is a research laboratory of marine biology, and an ultra-modern cinema 

showing the evolution of life in the sea, as well as the historical facts of underwater architecture. 

  

NOW YOU HAVE 3 MINUTES TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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32. ____ 

Jules Undersea Lodge, named after the author of the famous maritime tale 20,000 Leagues 

Under the Sea, Jules Verne, is the world's first underwater hotel. Guests are required to scuba 

dive 21ft below the surface to reach a 600 sq ft living space in the middle of a protected lagoon. 

After diving down and resurfacing through the wet room entrance, residents can enjoy all the 

conveniences of modern life and views of sea life. 

 

33. ____ 

The Tanzanian Manta resort in Pemba Island features underwater rooms on a well-appointed 

raft, with glass-walled bedrooms four metres below the surface of the Indian Ocean. The 

underwater rooms were designed by the Swedish artist Mikael Genberg, who is known for his 

creative accommodation. The structure is fixed by four cables that allow it to rise and fall with the 

tide and waves, while remaining firmly in place. Underwater rooms afford privacy from the coast. 

 

34. ____ 

The Poseidon Resort is surrounded by a 5,000-acre lagoon and boasts clean waters and rich 

sea life. Forty feet under the sea in an off-shore lagoon, the luxury resort is set to house 25 suites, 

as well as a restaurant, bar, gym, and even an underwater wedding chapel. Visitors can choose 

rooms with transparent acrylic walls. The Poseidon was designed by an American submarine 

engineer, Bruce Jones, who was heavily influenced by the science fiction novels of Jules Verne. 
Adapted from the websites of the hotels 

 

Part 2 (8 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read a text about board games. For questions 

35–42, complete the text with the words from the box below. There are two words which you do 

not need to use. There is an example (0). 

 

 

Board games are back 

 

Do not limit your thoughts about board games to the classics of Monopoly and Scrabble. Most 

modern board games have got rid of the (0)     traditional     model of one dice being rolled for each 

turn and some even incorporate smart phone apps into the activities. These days a lot of board games 

have got shorter (35) __________________ times, no player eliminations, and some really meaningful 

decisions need to be made. Instead of rolling the dice, moving to a location and doing what the board 

(36) __________________ you, there are a lot of games now where you are in control of your actions, 

and that often makes it a much more enjoyable experience. 

Customers have been buying designer games which make you think. The rules are 

(37) __________________ as they are easy to learn but hard to master. It is not just the same game 

that you play over again, and whoever gets the most numbers on the dice (38) __________________. 

action                       board                       boring                       games                     playing              

simple                    social                   tells                   traditional                   variety                  wins 

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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Now, game strategy is of great importance because different cards coming up at different times can 

change the result and the aim of various (39) __________________. 

Despite the online competition from computer games for younger players, board games still 

appeal to a (40) __________________ of age groups. With video games you can put on a headset and 

chat, but it is board games that allow you to have your friends and parents over and sit across from 

each other having fun. It is a much more (41) __________________ experience. Board games are 

more than pushing little plastic men around a map. The real action happens around the table, rather 

than on the (42) __________________, as players practise diplomacy, make and break friendships, 

and develop vendettas. 

Adapted from ABC News 

 

Part 3 (8 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read a text about the importance of handwriting. 

Eight sentences have been removed from the text. For questions 43–50, choose from sentences A–K the 

one which best fits each gap. There is one sentence which you do not need to use. There is an 

example (0). 
 

Has handwriting become obsolete? 
 

Many progressive educators believe that handwriting is becoming obsolete in the 21st century. 

(0)    A    Computers are everywhere and an increasing number of schools expect students, even those 

in Grade 1, to do their work on handheld tablets. So why bother teaching students how to handwrite? 

Unfortunately, much of the debate about handwriting tends to dwell on minor issues. (43) ____ 

They squabble over whether handwritten signatures on legal documents will eventually be replaced by 

electronic signatures. Finally, they differ on the need for students to read historical documents in their 

original, handwritten, form. (44) ____ A much more important issue is whether learning how to 

handwrite helps students to master important skills such as reading. And even more importantly 

whether writing words on paper is better for learning than typing them on a tablet. (45) ____ 

Fortunately, research gives us a clear answer. Dr. Hetty Roessingh, a professor at the University of 

Calgary and an expert in the field of language and literacy, has found that making students print letters 

by hand, particularly before the end of the second grade, plays an important role in their reading 

development. According to Roessingh, printing creates memory traces in the brain that assist with the 

recognition of letter shapes. (46) ____ In other words, handwriting helps students move information 

from their short-term memories into their long-term memories, while typing does not. When students 

practise printing by hand, they learn how to read and write more quickly and more accurately. 

Contrary to a popular myth, repetition is not a bad thing. (47) ____ Students who get insufficient 

practice in printing letters by hand invariably develop weaker writing skills than students who 

regularly practice the skill.  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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In the upper elementary grades, it is still important for students to learn cursive writing. Roessingh 

notes that connecting letters together in a script makes it possible for students to write more quickly 

and this contributes to the quality of the writing outcomes. (48) ____ Precious and scarce working 

memory spaces become available to select better vocabulary and get it onto the page in interesting, 

organized ways. 

Learning does not come automatically. For most students, it is genuinely hard work as our brains 

are not naturally wired for the foundational skills of reading and writing. To achieve mastery, these 

skills need to be explicitly taught, regularly practised and constantly reinforced. Learning how to write 

individual letters and words by hand, and doing so fluently, is essential to establish reading as an 

automatic skill. In contrast, primary grade students who do their assignments on keyboards and tablets 

miss out on this valuable skill development. (49) ____ The thing they do is they simply press a button 

to get the letter they want. Often the spell-checker feature supplies the correct spellings so students 

never learn how to independently spell more challenging words. 

Far from being obsolete, handwriting remains an important skill in the 21st century and beyond. 

Paper and pencil may not be as flashy as the latest handheld tablet, but it will help students learn a lot 

more. (50) ____ Many progressive educators do not agree, but the evidence proves them wrong. 

Adapted from National Post 

 

A It isn't hard to see how they came to this conclusion. 

B Typing on a keyboard does not have the same impact. 

C For example, supporters and opponents of handwriting argue about how often students will find 

themselves in situations where computers are not available. 

D When writing by hand becomes both legible and fluent, reflecting a sense of automaticity, the 

writer is able to generate more text. 

E However, as important as these questions seem, they miss the bigger picture. 

F On the other hand, students who handwrite fluently can engage with more challenging texts. 

G If the answer to these questions is yes, then it makes sense to keep paper and pencils in the 

classroom. 

H Instead of training their young brains to memorize particular letters, every time they have to 

painstakingly type a word. 

I Only by committing foundational skills to long-term memory can students move on to more 

advanced tasks. 

K Sometimes the simple things really do work best.  

  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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Part 4 (10 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read a text about urban wildlife in the United 

Kingdom. There are two tasks to this text (a and b). For questions 51–53, choose the answer A, B or C 

which fits best according to the text. For questions 54–60, complete the answers by inserting words 

from the text. 

 

Urban wildlife 

 

Perching on the side of an old power station chimney with St Paul's Cathedral to the north and the 

Shard, Europe's tallest building, to the east is not where you might expect to glimpse the world's fastest 

bird. London landmarks, including Tate Modern and the Houses of Parliament, have been home for 

several years to peregrine falcons
*
.  

A surprising flash of the wild in the heart of the city, the powerful bird of prey is also a specialised 

hunter of pigeons, which are considered such an urban pest that in 2003 a ban was imposed on feeding 

them in Trafalgar Square. The abundant food sources of cities and tall buildings prove an equivalent of 

the species' traditional cliff-side home. For all the birds which have been born and bred in urban areas, 

the city has become their habitat. 

The peregrine is just one of many species that have invaded British cities in the last few decades, 

encouraged in no small part by an urban ecology movement that flourished in the 1980s. Badgers and 

foxes are now found in most major urban areas, aided by a more regular food supply than they can find 

in the countryside. Deer crowd together both on the outskirts and in central city parks. 

But this invasion has not been entirely peaceful. There are famously more foxes living in London 

than there are double-decker buses and, while some people love to see them and leave out food to 

entice them, others pay snipers to kill foxes for £75 per animal. Yet experts say fox numbers in the UK 

are relatively stable, there are around 33,000 urban foxes. Besides, ecologists argue, killing foxes 

would be pointless because they are territorial. Kill one, and another simply claims the territory. Until 

you manage the food issue, any kind of control is kind of pointless and expensive. 

The ecologist David Goode says that the British are accepting of urban wildlife on the whole. He 

attributes the live-and-let-live attitude partly to the country's long history of conservation movements 

and amateur naturalists, right back to the city-based natural history societies of the early 19th century. 

Another reason for that accepting attitude could be stressed-out city dwellers' simple self-interest. 

Ecologists are at pains to stress the mental health benefits of nature in cities. 

Melissa Harrison, a writer and photographer, is in no doubt she'd count herself among those 

benefiting mentally from being around urban wildlife. Brought up in semi-rural Surrey, she realised 

she was very unhappy while living in heavily built-up east London, but couldn't put her finger on the 

reason why. “I moved house. I had no garden but could see a tree out of the window. It had a magpie
**

 

nesting in it, I could watch the leaves change – I had a connection with the natural world.” 

But the natural riches in our cities today should not be taken for granted, observers say. Previous 

gains could be set back by a combination of planning reforms, pressure for new housing. The capital 

has been losing the equivalent of 2.5 Hyde Parks a year to new developments, according to one 

analysis. Upcoming local government budget cuts of 10 % for 2015–2016 are “likely to have further 

adverse implications for biodiversity conservation”, warns the London Wildlife Trust, which says there 

has already been a “substantial impact” from previous cuts by the parliament. 

“The enthusiasm generated in the 80s is still resulting in things being done. But there is a degree 

of over-confidence creeping in now,” said Goode. He warns that local authority budget cuts will mean 

they will employ fewer ecologists, resulting in “a lack of ecological awareness in planning”. 

Goode gives the example of former coal yard in Camley Street, which is now a small nature 

reserve in the middle of King's Cross after a campaign backed by Ken Livingstone and many others 

stopped it being turned into a coach park. “Nowadays, you doubt whether that kind of thing would 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/3275233.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/3275233.stm
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/07/world/forget-the-hounds-as-foxes-creep-in-britons-call-the-sniper.html?_r=0
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/jun/08/london-gardens-parks-paved
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/jun/08/london-gardens-parks-paved
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happen. There are several instances of things being set up in the 80s, and everyone was full of 

enthusiasm. I am convinced they would not happen now.” 
 
*
 a peregrine falcon – a large grey and white bird that can be trained to hunt and catch small birds and animals (liet. 

sakalas keleivis) 
**

 a magpie – a bird with black and white feathers and a long tail (liet. šarka) 

Adapted from The Guardian 

 

a) For questions 51–53, choose the answer A, B or C which fits best according to the text. There is 

an example (0). 
 

0. In the centre of London, peregrine falcons 

A have been nesting for a few years.  

B have become urban pests.  

C have started disappearing.  
 

51. What is the situation regarding falcons in the centre of London? 

A They suffer because they miss their habitat.  

B They become stressed because it is banned to feed them.  

C They are thriving because of a sufficient amount of food.  
 

52. Why are wild animals flourishing in British cities? 

A The urban conditions are favourable for them.  

B They have been protected for centuries.  

C They have been moved to special parks.  
 

53. What is the ecologists' main point regarding urban foxes? 

A They have to be shot pitilessly.  

B Citizens should entice foxes into their gardens.  

C It is vitally important to deal with their feeding situation.  
 

b) For questions 54–60, complete the answers by inserting words from the text. Write one word only 

exactly as it appears in the text. There is an example (0). 
 

0. Does the number of foxes change in the UK? 

Experts consider the fox population to be generally    stable   . 
 

54. How does ecologist D. Goode refer to animal lovers of the 19th century? 

He considers them to be __________________ naturalists. 
 

55. Why do ecologists try hard to point out the importance of nature to citizens?  

They believe nature has a positive impact on citizens' __________________ wellness. 
 

56. How did Melissa Harrison feel after moving to a new place? 

She enjoyed a __________________ with nature. 
 

57. Why are natural riches in the city disappearing? 

One of the reasons is the development of new __________________ areas. 

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR LETTER ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 

58. What has caused positive action and behaviour since the 80s? 

People's __________________ has led to positive action. 

 

59. Why are environmentalists important for local authorities? 

They enhance environmental __________________ in city development plans. 

 

60. How does D. Goode feel about people's willingness to support environmental initiative? 

He is __________________ that people would not show their keen interest. 

 

III. WRITING PAPER 

 

Duration: 100 minutes, 40 points. 

 

Part 1 (16 points). You have received a letter from your friend Linda who is doing a project on young 

people's healthy lifestyles. Write a letter to her. In your reply: 

- thank your friend for her letter; 

- describe what you do to keep fit and healthy (give at least two things); 

- tell your friend how important it is for young people to lead a healthy life. 

 

You should write 100–120 words. Please count the number of words and write the word count in the 

space below the letter. 

 

Notes and Draft of the Letter 
 

Dear Linda,                                                                                                                                   

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ESSAY ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 

Part 2 (24 points). You are going to write an essay on the following topic: 

 

Some people think that modern technologies are of great importance to the learning process. 

Do you agree or disagree with this opinion? 

 

In your essay, give at least two arguments to support your opinion. 

 

You should write 180–230 words. Please count the number of words and write the word count in the 

space below the essay. 

 

Notes and Draft of the Essay 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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